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PVL IGNITION SYSTEM #70043 
Honda Elsinore CR250R 1978-1980 

 

The PVL ignition system for the 1978-80 Honda CR 250 Elsinore requires modification to the stock Honda 
ignition side cover. In order to maintain proper clearances, it is necessary to make these modifications 
on a precision milling machine.  While not a difficult job for a machinist this operation cannot be 
accurately accomplished using only hand tools. 

Penton Products used to provide this service at the time of purchase of a new PVL ignition system but 
Re-MX Inc is no longer providing that service. Should you choose to modify your side cover yourself the 
instructions including the dimensions are provided on the second page of this document. 

 

The following modifications to the 1978-80 Honda CR 250 Elsinore require precision machine. 

It will first be necessary to fabricate a mandrel to securely hold the ignition cover to the index table.  
This can be accomplished by removing the center screw and machining a piece that will accurately fit 
inside the threads for the center screw.  Tighten a ½” through bolt and a large thick washer to a 
threaded mandrel mounted in the mill.  This should secure the ignition cover for the two steps needed 
to mount the PVL adapter plate to the cover and time the ignition. 

1)  Using an end mill, remove .200” from the original stator holding bosses. 
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2)  Move the mill table 1.156” left of center, and using a ½” drill bit, drill the second timing  
      hole in line with the original timing inspection hole.  

 

3)  Remove the cover and carefully thread the new timing hole with a 14x1.5 tap to drill a hole that is 
the same size of the original timing hole. You will have to have another plug for this second hole. 

 

4)  Using 4mm x 10mm long screws, secure the adapter plate to the milled holding bosses. 
       Use a small zip tie to secure the stator wires inside the ignition cover.   

 

 

 

For further information, please contact us 440-989-4474     webinfo@re-mx.com 


